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Deep neural networks (DNNs) have demonstrated superior performance over classical machine learning
to support many features in safety-critical systems. Although DNNs are now widely used in such systems
(e.g., self driving cars), there is limited progress regarding automated support for functional safety analysis
in DNN-based systems. For example, the identification of root causes of errors, to enable both risk analysis
and DNN retraining, remains an open problem. In this paper, we propose SAFE, a black-box approach to
automatically characterize the root causes of DNN errors. SAFE relies on a transfer learning model pre-trained
on ImageNet to extract the features from error-inducing images. It then applies a density-based clustering
algorithm to detect arbitrary shaped clusters of images modeling plausible causes of error. Last, clusters are
used to effectively retrain and improve the DNN. The black-box nature of SAFE is motivated by our objective
not to require changes or even access to the DNN internals to facilitate adoption.

Experimental results show the superior ability of SAFE in identifying different root causes of DNN errors
based on case studies in the automotive domain. It also yields significant improvements in DNN accuracy
after retraining, while saving significant execution time and memory when compared to alternatives.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Software defect analysis; • Computing methodolo-
gies → Machine learning.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: DNN Explanation, DNN Functional Safety Analysis, DNN Debugging,
Clustering, Transfer Learning
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNN) have become an essential computational tool inside many cyber-
physical systems. This success is partly due to their capacity to automate complex tasks that are
typically performed by humans and are difficult to program. It is also driven by the high performance
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they have achieved in many important fields regarding perception and decision-making tasks in
smart grids [32, 77], networked surveillance [14, 72], medical imaging [10, 58], and autonomous
vehicles [39, 71]. A good example of the latter is IEE [27], our industry partner in this research,
who is extending its portfolio of in-vehicle monitoring systems with DNN-based products.

A DNN model is often regarded as a black-box. Despite their high performance, such models
cannot easily provide meaningful explanations on how a specific prediction (decision) is made.
Without such explanations to enhance the transparency of DNN models, it remains challenging to
build up trust and credibility among end-users, especially in the context of safety-critical systems
that need to be certified.
Such trustworthiness, for a DNN model, can be addressed predominantly by two processes:

a certification process and an explanation process [24]. The certification process is held before
the deployment of the product to ensure that it is reliable and safe. The explanation process is
performed whenever needed during the lifetime of the product. Explanation is required in the
safety-critical context to support safety analysis. The safety standards, such as ISO26262 [30], and
ISO/PAS 21448 [29], enforce the identification of the situations in which the system might be unsafe
(i.e., provide erroneous and unsafe outputs) and the design of countermeasures to put in place (e.g.,
integrating different types of sensors).
Explanation methods aim at making neural networks decisions trustworthy [16]. It is usually

defined as a visual aid accompanying a prediction to provide insights into the underlying reasons
for the model output. Existing works in the literature have provided alternative techniques to
explain DNNs [31], which focus on different model elements, e.g., the training dataset or the learned
feature representations.
When DNN-based systems are used in a safety-critical context, root cause analysis is required

to support safety analysis [12]. A root cause is a source of a failure, which is in our context an
incorrect DNN prediction or classification.
One example root cause may be that certain classes are harder to distinguish. For example, in

CIFAR-10 [35], dog and cat classes tend to confuse the DNN model since they share many standard
semantic features. For multi-label classification, one root cause may be that two classes frequently
appear together. For example, in the COCO dataset [40], mouse and laptop appear in the same
image frequently, making it hard for the DNN model to distinguish between them [70].
In general, there are two categories of root cause analysis methods based on machine learning

[17]: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised methods perform well in the systems where the
different classes of problems are known a priori. Several supervised learning methods have been
used for root cause analysis, for instance, SVM [22] and Bayesian models [2].
Unlike supervised methods, unsupervised methods do not require any training labels but auto-

matically cluster failures and mine common features in each cluster. Several unsupervised root
cause analysis approaches have been proposed in the literature, for instance, Sparse Filtering [38],
and Frequent Pattern Mining [51].

Though supervised root-cause analysis is widely used, it is not adequate for all scenarios, espe-
cially when labels are missing or not numerous enough. Further, in modern architectures, engineers
cannot guess all potential failure causes. Moreover, new root causes can appear when changing
configurations and settings. Thus, more dynamic and less human-dependent, unsupervised root-
cause-analysis methods have been proposed [12, 17, 51]. These unsupervised methods automatically
cluster failures according to common causes, without expert’s involvement. The main limitation
of this approach is in the clustering evaluation. In this step, the authors use external validation
measures to evaluate clustering quality. Such measures require the data to be labeled, for example
Normalized Mutual Information [67] and Adjusted Rand Index [25]. However, in most case studies,
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the ground truth is not available and we have no other choice but to use internal measures like the
Silhouette Index [57] and the Davies Bouldin Index [8].

The current paper proposes SAFE (Safety Analysis based on Feature Extraction), a new automated
approach for root cause analysis. The foremost objective is to provide a black-box solution that does
not rely on internal information about the DNN or its modification, thus facilitating its adoption in
practice. Indeed, engineers do not have access to such information in many contexts or are not
sufficiently skilled to modify the DNN, whose development is often outsourced. Our approach
targets DNNs that process images since they are the most common form of inputs for many DNN-
based components in the automotive and other safety-critical domains (e.g., manufacturing robots).
SAFE can be be extended to deal with other types of inputs by choosing a feature extraction method
adapted to this kind of data (e.g., BERT [9] for text data).
SAFE makes use of transfer learning-based feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, and

unsupervised learning. This approach is an improvement over HUDD [12] to avoid reliance on
heatmap-based distance, which requires access to the DNN’s internal information, and to improve
the quality of the root cause clusters’ identification. Transfer Learning transfers the knowledge from
a generic domain to another specific domain using a pre-trained model. Besides a large amount of
time saved by using these methods, it has been shown that starting from a pre-trained model may
perform better than training from scratch even on a different problem [43, 73]. In our approach, we
propose to extract the features from our error-inducing images based on convolutional layers in a
pre-trained model instead of relying on heatmaps.
We conducted an empirical evaluation on six DNNs. Our empirical results show the cost-

effectiveness of SAFE in identifying plausible root causes with a reasonable human effort and
its efficiency in memory usage and computation time. SAFE also achieved significant improvements
in the retraining of DNNs (up to 35% improvement over the original models) and overall better
results than alternatives (e.g., HUDD).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present HUDD and its main features
and limitations. In Section 3, we describe our proposed approach and its expected advantages.
In Section 4, we present the experiment questions, design, and results, including a comparison
with HUDD. In Section 5, we discuss and compare related work. Finally we conclude this paper in
Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND
This Section introduces the body of work on which we build our approach, with a focus on DNN
explanation and transfer learning-based feature extraction. We also describe our previous approach,
HUDD [12] (Heatmap-based Unsupervised Debugging of DNNs), which is used as a baseline of
comparison.

2.1 DNN Explanation and HUDD
Approaches that aim to explain DNN results have been developed in recent years [15]. Most
of these concern the generation of heatmaps that capture the importance of pixels in image
predictions. They include black-box [7, 53] and white-box approaches [48, 61, 65, 79, 85]. Black-box
approaches generate heatmaps for the input layer and do not provide insights regarding internal
DNN layers. White box approaches rely on the backpropagation of the relevance score computed
by the DNN [48, 61, 65, 79, 85].

For example, Layer-Wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) [48] redistributes the relevance scores of
neurons in a higher layer to those of the lower layer. Figure 1 illustrates the execution of LRP on a
fully connected network used to classify inputs. In the forward pass, the DNN receives an input
and generates an output (e.g., classifies the gaze direction as TopLeft) while keeping trace of the
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activations of each neuron. The heatmap is generated in a backward pass. The heatmap in Figure 1
shows that the result computed by the DNN was mostly influenced by the pupil and part of the
eyelid, which are the non-white parts in the heatmap. In his backward pass, LRP generates internal
heatmaps. An internal heatmap for a DNN layer 𝑘 consists of a matrix with the relevance scores
computed for all the neurons of layer 𝑘 .

Although heatmaps may provide useful information to determine the characteristics of an image
that led to an erronous result from the DNN, they are of limited applicability because, to determine
the cause of all DNN errors observed in the test set, engineers may need to visually inspect all the
error-inducing images, which is practically infeasible. To overcome such limitation, we recently
developed HUDD [12], a technique that facilitates the explanation and removal of the DNN errors
observed in a test set. HUDD generates clusters of images that led to a DNN error because of
a same root cause. The root cause is determined by the engineer who visualizes a subset of the
images belonging to each cluster and identifies the commonality across each image (e.g., for a Gaze
detection DNN, all the images present a closed eye). To further support DNN debugging, HUDD
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automatically retrains the DNN by selecting from a pool of unlabeled images a subset that will
likely lead to DNN errors because of the same root causes observed in the test set.
HUDD consists of seven steps, shown in Figure 2. In Step 1, HUDD performs heatmap-based

clustering, which consists of three activities: (1) generate heatmaps for the error-inducing test set
images, (2) compute distances between every pair of images using the euclidean distance applied to
their heatmaps, and (3) execute hierarchical agglomerative clustering to group images based on the
computed distances. Heatmaps enable HUDD to determine similarities based on a characteristic
that actually caused the erroneous DNN result. Step 1 leads to the identification of root cause
clusters, i.e., clusters of images with a common root cause for the observed DNN errors.
In Step 2, engineers inspect the root cause clusters (typically a small number of representative

images) to identify unsafe conditions, as required by functional safety analysis. The inspection of
root cause clusters is an activity performed to gain a better understanding of the limitations of the
DNN and thus introduce countermeasures for safety purposes, if needed.

In Step 3, engineers select a new set of unlabeled real-world images to retrain the DNN, referred
to as the improvement set.
In Step 4, HUDD automatically identifies the subset of images belonging to the improvement

set that are likely to lead to DNN errors, referred to as the unsafe set. It is obtained by assigning
the images of the improvement set to the root cause clusters according to their heatmap-based
distance.
In Step 5, engineers manually label the images belonging to the unsafe set. Different from

traditional practice, HUDD requires that engineers label only a small subset of the improvement
set.

In Step 6, to improve the accuracy of the DNN for every root cause observed, regardless of their
frequency of occurrence in the training set, HUDD balances the labeled unsafe set using a bootstrap
resampling approach (i.e., replicating samples in the unsafe set) in order to have a sufficiently large
number of unsafe images to improve the DNN.
In Step 7, the DNN model is retrained by relying on a training set that consists of the union of

the original training set and the balanced labeled unsafe set.
Although effective, HUDD presents a number of limitations. First, it can only analyze DNN

implementations extended to compute LRP. Although LRP implementations for multiple DNN
architectures relying on the tensorflow framework are available [4], it might be particularly complex
for engineers to integrate LRP into a different DNN architecture. Indeed, the relevance computation
formula to be adopted for each layer depends on the layer type (e.g., input, normalization, spatial
pooling, internal layer) and the presence of recursion [48].

Also, companies often acquire off-the-shelf DNNs which cannot be modified, thus preventing the
computation of LRP and the application of HUDD. Moreover, computing a heatmap-based euclidean
distance might become particularly expensive when layers are made of thousands of neurons and
hundreds of error-inducing images need to be processed. Finally, given that the neurons relevant
for a specific DNN error (i.e., the neurons with high relevance scores) might represent a small
proportion of the neurons in a DNN layer, computing the euclidean distance considering all the
items in a heatmap may potentially lead to imprecise clusters caused by noise (i.e., the sum of many
differences that are almost zero).
For all the reasons above, although the safety analysis and improvement of DNNs through the

automated identification of root cause clusters has demonstrated to be effective, achieving a wider
adoption requires a black-box substitute for HUDD.
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2.2 Transfer Learning and Feature Extraction
To maximize the accuracy of DNNs in a cost-effective way, engineers often rely on the transfer
learning approach, which consists of transferring knowledge from a generic domain, usually
ImageNet [66], to another specific domain, (e.g., Safety Analysis, in our case). In other terms, we try
to exploit what has been learned in one task and improve generalization in another task. Researchers
have demonstrated the efficiency of transfer learning from ImageNet to other domains [69]. The
hierarchical nature of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) encouraged the computer vision
community to use this technique with distant datasets due to the similarities between the features
extracted by the first CNN layers. Transfer learning saves training time, gives better performance
in most cases, and reduces the need for a large dataset.

Transfer learning-based Feature Extraction is an efficient method to transform unstructured data
into structured raw data to be exploited by any machine learning algorithm. In this method, the
features are extracted based on a pre-trained CNN model [10].

The standard CNN architecture [3, 64, 83] comprises three types of layers: convolutional layers,
pooling layers, and fully connected layers. The convolutional layer is considered the primary
building block of a CNN. This layer extracts relevant features from input images during training.
Convolutional and pooling layers are stacked to form a hierarchical feature extraction module. The
model captures the resulting feature map from the last pooling layer as a 3D matrix of size (𝑁 , 𝑁 ,
𝑁𝑐 ), where 𝑁 is its width and height, and 𝑁𝑐 is its depth. For features extraction, this feature map is
flattened to form a vector of size (1, 𝑁 × 𝑁 ). In summary, the CNN model receives an input image
of size (224, 224, 3). This image is then passed through the network’s layers to generate a vector of
features. The feature extraction process from all images generates raw data represented by a 2D
matrix (denoted as X) formalized below:

𝑋 =


𝑥11 𝑥12 ... 𝑥1𝑚 𝑙2
𝑥21 𝑥22 ... 𝑥2𝑚 𝑙𝑐
... ... ... ... ...

𝑥𝑘1 𝑥𝑘2 ... 𝑥𝑘𝑚 𝑙1

 , 𝑙𝑖 ∈ {𝑙1, 𝑙2, ..., 𝑙𝑐 } (1)

where 𝑙𝑖 represent the class labels, c is the number of categories,𝑚 = 𝑁 × 𝑁 is the number of
features, and k is the size of the dataset. In our case, the class categories will not be used since our
approach is unsupervised. They are useful if the user is working on a supervised problem or if
fine-tuning is required.

There are several pre-trained models to extract features based on transfer learning: InceptionV3
[68], VGGNet [63], ResNet50 [21], and MobileNet [23]. The extracted features are related to the
used architecture, where, in our context, InceptionV3, VGGNet-16, VGGNet-19, ResNet50, and
MobileNet generated 2048, 512, 512, 2048, and 1024 features, respectively.We notice that the VGGNet
architectures extract the least amount of features. We rely on VGGNet-16 instead of VGGNet-19
because the latter is more costly in execution time (19 layers instead of 16 for VGGNet-16). We
describe in the following the VGGNet architecture.
VGGNet [63] is a CNN characterized by a high number of layers (11 to 19 layers). The purpose

of this architecture is to minimize the number of trainable parameters. Controlling the number
of parameters helps to reduce overfitting issues. To this end, VGGNet proposes to increase the
network’s depth and to decrease the size of filters from 7 × 7 and 5 × 5 to 3 × 3. The comparative
study between the number of parameters in 3 stacked convolutional layers associated with 3 × 3
filters and a single convolutional layer associated with 7 × 7 filters demonstrated that small filters
reduce the total number of parameters. Also, it enhances non-linearity through ReLu activation
functions in intermediate layers.
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VGGNet proposes six different configurations: A, A-LRN, B, C, D, and E, where the depth varies
from 11 to 19 layers. In this contribution, we exploited the configurations D and E, which are
composed of 16 and 19 layers, respectively.

3 THE SAFE APPROACH
In this Section, we present SAFE, a solution to overcome the previously mentioned limitations
of HUDD. SAFE relies on a new black-box approach to extract features and compute root cause
clusters. This black-box approach is based on transfer learning and dimensionality reduction. SAFE
also allows the detection of non-convex clusters [34]. A cluster is convex if, for every pair of points
within this cluster, every point on the straight line segment that joins them is also within the cluster
[34]. This kind of clusters is usually represented by its centroid. But in many practical cases, the
data leads to clusters with arbitrary, non-convex shapes. Such clusters, however, cannot be properly
detected by a centroid-based algorithm or even a hierarchical clustering algorithm, as they are not
designed for arbitrary-shaped clusters.

The presented method has the following merits compared to HUDD:
• It avoids the need for extending the DNN under analysis to compute LRP, which is achieved
by relying on a transfer learning model that extracts features from the images.

• It applies a feature-based distance instead of a heatmap-based distance, thus saving training
time and memory.

• It applies a density-based clustering algorithm to detect non-convex clusters, modeling the
DNN errors’ root causes.

• It relies on the non-convex root cause clusters to select an unsafe set for the retraining of the
DNN.

Figure 3 presents an overview of SAFE. It consists of six steps. In Step 1, root cause clusters are
identified by relying on feature extraction-based clustering. Step 2 involves a visual inspection
performed by engineers as required by functional safety analysis [29, 30]. In Step 3, a new set of
images, referred to as the improvement set, is provided by the engineers to retrain the model. In
Step 4, SAFE automatically selects a subset of images from the improvement set called the unsafe
set. The engineers label the images in the unsafe set in Step 5. Finally, in Step 6, SAFE automatically
retrains the model to enhance its prediction accuracy.
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Fig. 3. Overview of SAFE
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The main contributions of SAFE, when compared to HUDD, are in Step 1 and Step 4. Step 1
consists of four stages, namely (i) data acquisition and preprocessing, (ii) features extraction, (iii)
dimensionality reduction, and (iv) clustering. Step 4 relies on a new method for the identification
of the unsafe set that fits the clustering solution integrated in SAFE.

Similar to HUDD, SAFE includes some manual activities: Step 2 (visual inspection of images for
functional safety analysis), Step 3 (generate new images), and Step 5 (label images). Such activities
are, however, required also by state-of-the-practice approaches. Indeed, to debug and improve
DNNs, engineers usually visually inspect all error-inducing images, select an improvement set,
and manually label the images to be reused for retraining the DNN. However, both HUDD and
SAFE significantly reduce the costs associated with these activities. Indeed, by inspecting a few
representative images for each root cause clusters, instead of the whole set of error-inducing images,
engineers can save substantial effort; further, since clusters group similar images together and each
cluster is considered, it is less likely for engineers to overlook characteristics and associated causes
appearing in a small subset of the images. Also, Step 2 is required only for functional safety analysis
(e.g., to determine the unsafe cases to be discussed in safety analysis documents); it is not necessary
if engineers aim at automated DNN improvement only. The effort required for the acquisition of
the improvement set is the same for both HUDD, SAFE, and common practice (e.g., purchase an
additional stock of real-world pictures); however, HUDD and SAFE require only the unsafe images
to be labelled, thus reducing development costs. Finally, by relying on feature-extraction rather
than heatmaps, SAFE eliminates the effort required to integrate LRP-based heatmap generation
into the DNN under analysis, which is required by HUDD.
Figure 4 depicts the stages composing Step 1. We provide further details about each stage in

the following subsections. Steps 2 and 4 are described last. Steps 3 and 5 are not further described
because they are standard practice.

3.1 Step1.1: Data Preprocessing
This step aims to downsample the image sizes to the size required by the transfer learning models.
Since we rely on a VGG16 model (see Section 3.2), which requires an input size of 224 × 224 pixels,
the images have to be resampled to match this requirement. To downsample the size of each image
we rely on the Python Numpy reshape function1, which changes the shape of an array so that it

1https://sparrow.dev/numpy-reshape/
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Fig. 4. Generation of root cause clusters with SAFE
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has a new, compatible shape2. In our experiments, we downsampled images from (640 × 480) to
(224 × 224).

3.2 Step1.2: Feature extraction
Feature extraction aims to transform unstructured data into structured data for their exploitation
by clustering algorithms [19].

As discussed in Section 2.2, we rely on transfer learning-based feature extraction. More precisely,
we rely on VGGNet-16 models pre-trained on the ImageNet database.

3.3 Step1.3: Dimensionality reduction
Dimensionality reduction aims at approximating data in high-dimensional vector spaces [18].
This can be achieved using projections on hyperplanes. These methods, referred to as linear

dimensionality reduction, include the well-known Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [52, 62].
Principal component analysis (PCA) is used for dimensionality reduction by projecting each data
point onto the first few principal components, i.e., eigenvectors of the data covariance matrix, to
obtain lower-dimensional data while preserving as much of the data variation as possible. The first
principal component can equivalently be defined as a direction that maximizes the variance of the
projected data [52, 62].
There are other methods to reduce dimensionality, including UMAP [47], LDA [78] and T-

SNE [75]. We compared these methods with respect to clustering quality as measured by the
Silhouette Index [57]. Two methods appeared to fare better, with comparable clustering quality:
UMAP and PCA, the latter showing a much shorter execution time. In addition, PCA removes
correlated features in contrast to UMAP.

3.4 Step1.4: Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique that divides a set of objects into clusters: (a)
objects in the same cluster must be as similar as possible, (b) objects in different clusters must be as
different as possible.
Since the root cause clusters of images may have any shape and their number 𝐾 cannot be

determined a priori, we rely on an automatic 𝐾-determination clustering algorithm that can find
clusters of arbitrary shapes. We use DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise) [11], which is the most used density-based clustering algorithm [34, 46]. Intuitively, regions
with high density are considered clusters and points with the most neighbors are referred to as
the "core" of the clusters. The points with fewer neighbors are considered noise. The DBSCAN
algorithm relies on two concepts: Reachability and Connectivity.

• Reachability: A point is reachable from another if the distance between them is inferior to a
threshold 𝜖 .

• Connectivity: If two points 𝑝 and 𝑞 are connected (i.e., 𝑝 is in the neighborhood of 𝑞 based
on 𝜖) they belong to the same cluster.

DBSCAN introduces two parameters to apply these concepts:𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 and 𝜖 .
• 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 : The minimum number of points that a region (a hypersphere with a diameter equal
to 𝜖) should have to be considered dense.

• Threshold 𝜖 : A threshold to determine if a point belongs to another point’s neighborhood.

2The reshape function just changes the shape of the array containing the data (not the image itself) to match the VGG
requirement. It does not change the data. The new shape must include the same total number of elements as the original
shape.
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SAFE uses a common technique to choose optimal values of 𝜖 and𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 . To select 𝜖 , SAFE relies
on the elbow method [6]. For this step, unlike that to find an optimal𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 , SAFE does not require
the execution of DBSCAN.

More specifically, the optimal value for 𝜖 is selected as follows:
• First, we calculate the euclidean distance from each point to its closest neighbor.
• Then, we compute the average distance of every point to its closest neighbor and plot these
distances in ascending order.

• Finally, we find the plot’s elbow point [55], which is a point where there is a sharp change in
the distance plot, which serves as a threshold. This point corresponds to the optimal 𝜖 value.

To find the optimal value for𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 , we run DBSCAN with 𝜖 equal to the optimal value found
above, and with different values for 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 . We then select the clustering configuration with
the highest Silhouette Index value [57]. The Silhouette index computes the compactness and the
separateness of clusters. For a data point 𝑥𝑖 assigned to cluster𝐶𝑖 , the Silhouette index is calculated
as follow:

𝑆𝐼 (𝑖) = (𝑏 (𝑖) − 𝑎(𝑖))
𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝑏 (𝑖) − 𝑎(𝑖)) (2)

where 𝑎(𝑖) is the average distance between 𝑥𝑖 and all the data points assigned to cluster 𝐶𝑖 . 𝑏 (𝑖) is
the minimum average distance between 𝑥𝑖 and the data points assigned to one of the other clusters
𝐶 𝑗 where 𝑗 = 1, .., 𝐾 ; 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 . Based on the concepts described above, DBSCAN defines three types of
points:

• Core point: It has at least𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 points within a distance of 𝜖 .
• Border point: It is not a core point, but it belongs to at least one cluster. That means that it
lies within a distance 𝜖 from a core point.

• Noise point: It is a point that is neither a core point nor a border point.
The DBSCAN algorithm proceeds by sampling points randomly from the dataset until all points

are selected. For each point, it determines if it is a Core, Border or Noise point based on the
parameters 𝜖 and𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 . The core points are considered representative of clusters. The clusters
are then expanded by recursively repeating the neighborhood calculation for each point within
the region. In DBSCAN, randomness affects only the selection of the point to be treated next;
however, since each point ends up being assigned to the cluster containing the closest core point,
randomness affects results only when border points are reachable from more than one cluster,
which is unlikely [59]. If we run the algorithm several times with the same parameter settings, the
same clusters will likely be obtained each time.

DBSCAN also helps identifying rare cases in the set of error-inducing images. Indeed, if there are
enough rare cases to form a cluster (i.e., there are at least MinPts data points within a hypersphere
with a diameter equal to 𝜖), they are grouped together. If rare cases cannot form a cluster, most of
them are considered noise and excluded from the set of clusters returned to the end-user. Since
we select MinPts and 𝜖 based on the analysis of the distribution of the error-inducing images, rare
cases are considered noise only if they occur in regions of low density (i.e., the region contain
less images than𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠). Figure 5 shows an example of a cluster containing images representing
a rare case (the eye is in an unusual position). In this case, there are ten error-inducing images
with such characteristic. When𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 <= 10, then all the ten images form a cluster. However, if
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 > 10, the images will be considered noise. In practice, 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 is unlikely to be above 10
because its value is automatically derived considering all the dense regions, including the area with
these rare cases. Further, if rare cases that are considered noise share similarities with images in
other clusters, they will be assigned to the cluster with the most similar features. However, this
case is unlikely to happen since such rare cases appear in sparse areas while clusters only appear in
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Fig. 5. Example of a root cause cluster with rare cases

dense areas. In practice, a rare case assigned to a cluster might actually share the same root cause
of the other images belonging to the cluster.

3.5 Step1.5: Functional safety analysis through root cause clusters visualization
To analyze the clusters, safety engineers can use the same approach as in HUDD [12]. For each
cluster, a subset of elements is visually inspected to determine the associated unsafe conditions, as
functional safety analysis requires. Similarities among images within each cluster may suggest the
cause of failures of the DNN. In other words, engineers attempt to identify the root cause of each
cluster to gain a better understanding of the DNN behavior.

Figure 6 shows examples of root cause clusters identified by SAFE for the Head Pose Detection
case study subject considered in our empirical evaluation (see Section 4). We notice that in cluster 1
the hidden eye seems to confuse the DNN and is a plausible reason for failure. The same observation
can be made for Cluster 2, where, because the head is turned to the right, the right eye is not visible.
Clusters 3 and 4 identify common causes of error due to an incomplete training set, i.e., the absence
of images with a head pose close to a borderline.
In general, SAFE generates clusters that differ for at least one common characteristic in the

images. For example, the root causes presented by Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 are not the same. Indeed,
Cluster 1 concerns the right eye while Cluster 2 concerns the the left eye. Engineers might be
interested in knowing if the training set is lacking images with only the left eye being hidden or
both; for this reason, we believe that separating such clusters is beneficial. Empirical results are
reported in Section 4.2.4.
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Fig. 6. Examples of root cause clusters for Head Pose detection

Similar to HUDD, SAFE can identify different root causes of errors, including (1) borderline cases
(e.g., the gaze and head pose angle detected by Cluster 1 in Figure 6), (2) an incomplete training
set (e.g., Clusters 3 and 4 in Figure 6), (3) an incomplete definition of the predicted classes (e.g.,
Cluster 1 in Figure 7 shows a cluster generated from our GD case study in Section 4.2.4, with eyes
looking middle center, a class missing from our configuration) and (4) limitations in our capacity to
control the simulator (e.g., unlikely face positions detected by Cluster 2 in Figure 7). In general,
SAFE identifies commonalities (i.e., root causes) across images leading to failures. Based on a recent
taxonomy [26], the cases described above concern training data quality; in general, SAFE can help
engineers to discover any fault that affects the correctness of the DNN output (e.g., a missing model
layer). However, we do not integrate mechanisms to automatically determine the underlying cause
for the observed failures. In general, we suggest engineers to first inspect root cause clusters to
determine major pitfalls (e.g., missing output class) then proceed with automated retraining (i.e.,
Steps 3-6); if the DNN accuracy is not sufficiently improved then it is necessary to modify the DNN
(e.g., add layers or change architecture).

3.6 Step 4: Identify unsafe images

Since the manual labeling of images is expensive, it is necessary to automatically identify an
unsafe set of reduced size containing images that can improve the DNN accuracy to achieve a
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Cluster 2Cluster 1

Fig. 7. Examples of root cause clusters for Gaze detection

cost-effective retraining process. An unsafe set is a subset of unlabelled images from the improve-
ment set, to be labeled and used for retraining the model. Unlike HUDD, SAFE relies on a new
clustering-based selection method to automatically select this unsafe set. We identify images from
the improvement set that belong to a root cause cluster and select images that, within the same
cluster, are representative of the different types of images in the cluster (e.g., different face shapes
with a gaze angle that confuses a gaze classifier). Therefore, we assume that the selected images
are representative of a cluster in the sense that they contain sufficient information to replace the
other cluster members [45] and can be effectively used for retraining.

The key difference between SAFE and HUDD, in this step, is that the latter relies on a Hierarchical
Clustering Algorithm. This method only finds spherical clusters. In addition, HUDD depends on
the cluster medoids and the cluster ratio to determine if improvement set images belong to the
root cause clusters. Unfortunately, such a method might be suboptimal if clusters are not spherical.
With DBSCAN, the identification of core points enables the determination of representative cluster
members even in non-spherical clusters. It does not rely on cluster centroids but core points in
each cluster, assuming that, taken together, these points represent the entire cluster. A point close
to any core point will be assigned to the cluster represented by this core point.
In SAFE, the selection is performed according to Algorithm 1, which is detailed below. After

selecting the unsafe set, we follow the same retraining process as HUDD. We retrain the DNN
model by relying on a training set consisting of the union of the original training set and the
manually labeled unsafe set. The original training set is reused to prevent reducing the accuracy of
the DNN for parts of the input space that are safe. The retraining process is thus expected to lead
to an improved DNN model.
To minimize the retraining effort, and most particularly that related to labeling, we look for

representatives images in each cluster. For that, we rely on the core points (see Section 3.4). The
choice of the core points is motivated by the fact that they represent better the shape of a particular
cluster than a centroid. As described in Section 3.4, a root cause cluster is typically represented by
several core points. The border points that define the cluster’s shape are localized around the core
points. We assume that the points close to the core points contain enough information to replace
the other border points. These points usually take approximately the same shape as the cluster [34].
Recall that core points, unlike centroids, can represent a non-convex cluster with arbitrary shapes.
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Algorithm 1 SAFE Unsafe Set Selection Algorithm
Input: improvement set images X, core points detected for each cluster, a set of clusters C.

Output: unsafe set
1: for 𝑥 in X do
2: Assign 𝑥 to the cluster corresponding to the closest core point.
3: Compute 𝑁 , the number of selected images for the unsafe set based on Equation 3.
4: Compute the number of selected images 𝑟𝑖 from each cluster 𝑐𝑖 , computed as 𝑁 over the

proportion of images in the cluster.
5: for 𝑐𝑖 in K do
6: Sort the images in ascending distance to their respective closest core point.
7: From the sorted images, take the 𝑟𝑖 first images and add them to the unsafe set.

Algorithm 1 show the steps for the selection of the unsafe set for retraining. The algorithm
requires the root cause clusters and their core points. It also requires an improvement set.

The algorithm starts by assigning every image in the improvement set to the closest core point
in terms of euclidean distance (line 1, Algorithm 1).

On lines 2 and 3, SAFE computes 𝑁 , the number of images to be selected for the unsafe set and
the number of images to be selected from each root cause cluster 𝑖 , denoted as 𝑟𝑖 , where 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑁 × 𝐶𝑖

𝐶
.

𝐶 is the number of images in the improvement set and 𝐶𝑖 is the number of such images assigned to
cluster 𝑖 . Unsafe set images across root cause clusters therefore preserve the distribution of the
improvement set across such clusters.
As in HUDD, we assume that the distribution of error-inducing images across clusters is sim-

ilar in the improvement and test sets. We determine the number of images 𝑁 selected from the
improvement set to include in the unsafe set as follows:

𝑁 = ( |TestSet | × sf ) × (1 − TestSetAcc) (3)

|TestSet | is the size of the test set, while 𝑠 𝑓 is a selection factor in the range [0 − 1] (we use 0.3 in
our experiments, same as HUDD to make the comparison fair). TestSetAcc represent the accuracy
of the original model on the test set of the case study subject. The term (1 − TestSetAcc) indicates
the proportion of error-inducing images that are observed in the improvement set. ( |TestSet | ×
sf ) × (1 − TestSetAcc) estimates the number of error-inducing images that should be selected from
the improvement set. The term ( |TestSet | × sf ) provides an upper bound for the unsafe set size as a
proportion of the test set size.
In line 4, the images are sorted according to ascending distance to their respective closest core

point. Finally, in line 5, for each cluster 𝑖 , we select the first 𝑟𝑖 sorted images to include in the unsafe
set.
We also illustrate the algorithm steps in Figure 8. The first image represents the core points

obtained from the clustering of the error-inducing images (the dots represent the core points). In the
second step, we assign the images in the improvement set to their closest core point, respectively.
Then, we select a subset of points from the neighborhood of each core point based on Algorithm 1.
The last image represents the selected unsafe set.

Our algorithm excludes from the unsafe set the images leading to DNN errors due to root
causes not observed in the test set; indeed, such images will be distant from clusters’ core points.
Furthermore, such images will not help improve the DNN performance on the test set, which is our
objective since the test set is assumed to be representative of real-world scenarios. Finally, when
the improvement set does not include any image belonging to a root cause cluster then SAFE does
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Fig. 8. Unsafe set selection

not assign any image to the cluster; this is not the case for HUDD which, different from SAFE, will
not prevent engineers from labeling useless images.

3.7 SAFE running example
This section presents an example of SAFE usage. It is based on the headpose detection DNN (HPD)
considered in our empirical evaluation. HPD receives as input a picture taken from a camera
positioned inside a car; the picture is automatically cropped to a size of 640 × 640 pixels. HPD
classifies the head position according to nine classes: straight, turned bottom-left, turned left, turned
top-left, turned bottom-right, turned right, turned top-right, reclined, looking up. Figure 9 provides
an example of an image classified by SAFE.
To reduce development costs, HPD has been trained and tested using images generated by a

simulator capable of generating pictures of human heads. The training and test sets consists of
16013 and 2825 images, respectively, both generated by randomly selecting simulator parameters’
values. The training and the test set could also have included real-world images. After 30 epochs,
we obtained an accuracy of 88.03%. From the test set, 1580 images were misclassified, they represent
the error-inducing images that should be investigated to determine the root causes of errors.

We implemented the SAFE pipeline as a Jupyter Notebook3.
The SAFE pipeline starts by pre-processing the error-inducing images to match our model’s

input requirement (SAFE Step 1.1, in Figure 4). It automatically converts the images into a NumPy4
array and downsample them as explained in Section 3.1.

After preprocessing, the images are ready for feature extraction (SAFE Step 1.2, in Figure 4). The
SAFE pipeline automatically extracts the features by relying on a pre-trained VGG model loaded by
the Notebook. Precisely, for each image, SAFE stores the output of the second-last fully connected
layer of the VGG model, which leads to an array of 512 features for each image.
The pipeline continues by applying the PCA dimensionality reduction method to reduce the

number of features from 512 to 256 (SAFE Step 1.3, in Figure 4). The output of the PCA method is
an 1580 × 256 array, where 1508 is the number of error-inducing images and 256 is the number
of features. The number of features (i.e., 256) has been empirically determined in preliminary
experiments (see Section 3.3) and is not supposed to be further modified by end-users. This array is
passed to DBSCAN as an input. We use DBSCAN from the SciKitLearn library5.
3http://jupyter-notebook.readthedocs.io
4http://numpy.org
5http://scikit-learn.org
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Fig. 9. Example images from the HPD dataset

Before performing clustering (SAFE Step 1.4), we first need to choose the optimal parameter
settings. We apply the method explained in Section 4.2 to obtain 𝜖 = 0.9 and𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 = 9. Using
these parameters, we run our algorithm to generate the final root cause clusters, which are 20 in
this case. The next step of the pipeline (i.e., SAFE Step 1.5) includes a procedure that, from the
clusters generated by DBSCAN, generates several folders, each containing the images belonging to
the cluster. It also generates an animated gif image (similar to a video) with the images belonging to
each cluster, to help the user visualize it. The end-user is then expected to visualize a portion of the
images appearing in each cluster (e.g., five according to our experimental results in Section 4.2.5)
to perform the functional safety analysis step of SAFE (i.e., Step 2 in Figure 3). Example images are
reported in Figure 6.

Next, the end-user should provide an improvement set (SAFE Step 3). For our experiments with
HPD, we rely on an improvement set of 4103 images generated with additional executions of the
simulator. We could have also included real-world images collected by our industry partner in the
field but they might have prevented replicability (e.g., they cannot be publicly shared because of
privacy agreements). In our execution, SAFE selected 154 images as an unsafe set for retraining. The
number of selected images is computed automatically based on the selection factor (sf ) configured
by the end-user (see Section 3.6) These images need to be labelled by the end-user (SAFE Step 5)
but for our case study subject, labels are automatically derived from simulator parameters. In case
the improvement set includes real-world images, labelling is performed manually.

After obtaining the unsafe set, the end-user simply combines it with the training set and retrains
the model according to the specific procedure of the DNN under analysis.
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4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we aim to evaluate our approach. SAFE is expected to perform better than HUDD
in terms of the quality of the clustering and DNN accuracy after retraining. We choose HUDD for
comparison not only because SAFE aims to improve over it but because they are the only approaches
in the literature that aim to support safety analysis, which is achieved through the identification of
root cause clusters and the selection of images for retraining based on these clusters. To investigate
whether if such expectations hold and SAFE is useful, we compare these two approaches following
the experimental procedures described below addressing the following research questions.

RQ1. Does SAFE enable engineers to identify the root causes of DNN errors? The clusters
produced by SAFE should provide useful information to identify plausible causes of DNN errors in
a form that is amenable to practical analysis.

RQ2 Does SAFE enable engineers to more effectively and efficiently retrain a DNN when
compared with HUDD and baselines approaches? We expect SAFE to lead to a higher model
accuracy after retraining.

RQ3 Does SAFE provides time and memory savings compared to HUDD? SAFE’s black-box
nature should provide significant time and memory savings, compared to HUDD, which is a
white-box approach.

To perform our empirical evaluation, we have implemented SAFE as a toolset that relies on the
PyTorch [54] and SciPy [60] libraries. Our toolset, case study subjects, and results are available
for download [5]. In our experiments, steps 1 to 5 were carried out on an Intel Core i9 processor
running macOS with 32 GB RAM. Step 6 (retraining) was conducted on the HPC facilities of the
University of Luxembourg (see http://hpc.uni.lu). We relied on a Dual Intel Xeon Skylake CPU (28
cores) and 128 GB of RAM.

4.1 Subjects of the study
We rely on images generated using simulators as it allows us to associate each generated image to
values of the simulator’s configuration parameters. These parameters capture information about
the characteristics of the elements in the image and can thus be used to objectively identify the
likely root causes of DNN errors. Such simulators are increasingly common, and of higher fidelity
in many domains [49], including automotive and aerospace.
We consider the same DNNs as the HUDD paper, which support gaze detection, drowsiness

detection, headpose detection, and face landmarks detection systems under development at IEE
Sensing, our industry partner.
Eye gaze detection systems (GD) use DNNs to perform eye tracking. Gaze tracking is typically

employed to determine a person’s focus and attention. It classifies the gaze direction into eight
classes (i.e., TopLeft, TopCenter, TopRight, MiddleLeft, MiddleRight, BottomLeft, BottomCenter,
and BottomRight). The drowsiness detection system (OC) features the same architecture as the
gaze detection system, except that the DNN predicts whether eyes are opened or closed.
The headpose detection system (HPD) is an important cue for scene interpretation and remote

computer control like driver assistance systems. It determines a head pose in an image according to
nine classes: straight, turned bottom-left, turned left, turned top-left, turned bottom-right, turned
right, turned top-right, reclined, looking up.

The face landmark detection system (FLD) determines the location of the pixels corresponding
to 27 face landmarks delimiting seven face elements: nose ridge, left eye, right eye, left brow, right
brow, nose, mouth. Several face landmarks match each face element.
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Table 1. Case Study Systems

DNN Data Training Test DNN number of
error

Source Set Size Set Size Accuracy inducing
images

GD UnityEyes 61,063 132,630 95.95% 5371
OC UnityEyes 1,704 4,232 88.03% 506
HPD Blender 16,013 2,825 44.07% 1580
FLD Blender 16,013 2,825 44.99% 1554
OD CelebA [42] 7916 5276 84.12% 838
TS TrafficSigns [28] 29,416 12,631 81.65% 2317

GD, OC, and HPD follow the AlexNet architecture [36] which is commonly used for image clas-
sification. FLD, which addresses a regression problem, relies on an Hourglass-like architecture [50].
Since SAFE can be applied to DNNs trained using either a simulator or real images, we also

considered additional DNNs trained using real-world images. To do so, we selected the same DNNs
included in the HUDD paper, which target traffic sign recognition (TS) and object detection (OD),
and are typical features in automotive, DNN-based systems.

TS recognizes traffic signs in pictures whereas OD determines if a person wears eyeglasses. The
latter has been selected to compare results with MODE, a state-of-the-art retraining approach
whose implementation is not available, but with an objective that is close to that of SAFE. Both TS
and OD follow the AlexNet architecture [36].

We further describe in Table 1 the case study subjects used to evaluate SAFE. We indicate either
the simulator used to generate the data or the real-world image dataset. The data is then randomly
split into training and test sets whose sizes are reported. Further, we report the number of error-
inducing images, which are the images from the test set leading to a result different than the ground
truth. For classifier DNNs (GD, OC, HPD, OD, TS), DNN errors are inconsistent predicted and
expected classes. For FLD, we determine a DNN error when the average distance of the predicted
keypoints is above four pixels, as suggested by IEE engineers.

Since DNN errors and, consequently, clustering results, depend on the initial training of the DNN
under analysis, to deal with such randomness we repeated the initial training ten times for the case
study subjects GD, OC, and HPD; each training execution relies on a different split of the training
and the test data sets. Unfortunately, we could not repeat the training for the FLD DNN because it
was provided by our industry partner along with the error-inducing images. Further, we could not
repeat the execution of HUDD ten times for each case study DNN because of the large amount
of time required to compute distance matrices based on heatmaps (see Section 4.2.7). However,
to discuss the statistical significance of the differences between HUDD and SAFE, for each of the
metrics selected to address our research questions, we relied on a one-sample Wilcoxon signed
rank test. The one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test
used to determine whether the median of a population (here, the SAFE median) is greater than a
reference value (here, the HUDD result). It enables us to test the null hypothesis: the SAFE median
is equal to the HUDD result.
Finally, to determine the number of components to be selected by PCA, which is an input

parameter for SAFE, we conducted a set of experiments. Precisely, we considered a number of
features between 2 and 256, considering all powers of 2; then we applied DBSCAN and measured
the quality of its result based on the Silhouette Index [57]. We performed the analysis on all the
case studies and concluded that 256 is the number of features that provides the best results.
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Table 2. Root cause clusters generated by SAFE.

SAFE HUDD

# error inducing
images # of clusters % of inspected

images
# error
inducing
images

# of
clusters

% of
inspected
images

min/max/med min/max/med p-value min/max/med p-value
GD 4967/6290/5602 14/31/25 0.004 1.41/2.46/2.24 0.004 5371 16 1.49
OC 409/557/492 21/33/26 0.002 25.67/29.62/26.15 0.002 506 14 13.83
HPD 1371/2089/1519 20/30/24 0.002 7.29/7.18/7.99 0.002 1580 17 5.38
FLD 1554 64 / 20.5 / 1554 71 22.84
OD 758/933/822 2/2/2 0.002 1.07/1.32/1.22 0.004 838 14 8.35
TS 2239/2698/2450 7/12/9 0.004 1.45/2.63/1.93 0.004 2317 20 4.31

4.2 Experimental Results
We refine RQ1 into four complementary subquestions (RQ1.1, RQ1.2, RQ1.3, RQ1.4, and RQ1.5),
which are described in the following, along with their corresponding experiment design and results.

4.2.1 RQ1.1. Is the number of generated clusters small enough for enabling visual inspection?
Design and measurements. Though this is to some extent subjective and context-dependent, we

discuss whether SAFE finds a number of root cause clusters that is amenable to inspection by
experts. To respond to this research question, we assume that experts visually inspect five images
per root cause cluster to be able to make a decision. This assumption is supported by an experiment
we conducted, as presented in Section 4.2.5. Under this assumption, we compare SAFE and HUDD
in terms of the number of generated clusters and based on the ratio of error-inducing images that
should be visually inspected when relying on each method. This ratio is calculated as follows:

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
(𝑘 × 5) × 100

𝑛
(4)

where 𝑘 is the number of root cause clusters, and 𝑛 is the number of error-inducing images.
Results. Table 2 shows, for each case study subject, the total number of error-inducing images

belonging to the test set, the number of root cause clusters generated by SAFE and HUDD, and the
ratio of error-inducing images that should be visually inspected when using SAFE or HUDD.
For the respective DNNs, SAFE identifies 25 (GD), 26 (OC), 24 (HPD), 64 (FLD), 2 (OD), 9 (TS)

root cause clusters (for GD, OC, HPD, OD, and TS we refer to median of the ten runs executed). In
contrast, HUDD identifies 16 (GD), 14 (OC), 17 (HPD), 71 (FLD), 14 (OD), and 20 (TS) root cause
clusters.

We notice that in 50% of the case study subjects (see bold values in Table 2), SAFE yields a lower
number of clusters. This experiment shows both SAFE and HUDD find an acceptable number of
clusters for visual inspection. Indeed, the ratios of error-inducing images to be inspected are low
(between 1.07 and 26.15, with a median of 5.12). These results suggest that using SAFE can save
significant effort compared to the manual inspection of the entire set of images.

4.2.2 RQ1.2. Does SAFE generate root cause clusters with a significant reduction in variance for
simulator parameters?
Design and measurements. This research question investigates if SAFE achieves high within-

cluster similarity concerning at least one simulator parameter. Indeed, since we rely on DNNs
that are trained and tested with simulators, images assigned to the same cluster should present
similar values for a subset of the simulator parameters. Within each cluster, the variance of these
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Table 3. Image parameters considered to address RQ1.2

DNN Parameter Description

GD/OC

Gaze Angle Gaze angle in degrees.
Openness Distance between top and bottom eyelid in pixels.
H_Headpose Horizontal position of the head (degrees)
V_Headpose Vertical position of the head (degrees)
Iris Size Size of the iris.
Pupil Size Size of the pupil.
PupilToBottom Distance between the pupil bottom and the bottom eyelid margin.
PupilToTop Distance between the pupil top and the top eyelid margin.
DistToCenter Distance between the pupil center of the iris center. When the eye is looking middle

center, this distance is below 11.5 pixels.
Sky Exposure Captures the degree of exposure of the panoramic photographs reflected in the eye cornea.
Sky Rotation Captures the degree of rotation of the panoramic photographs reflected in the eye cornea.
Light Captures the degree of intensity of the main source of illumination.
Ambient Captures the degree of intensity of the ambient illumination.

HPD

Camera Location Location of the camera, in X-Y-Z coordinate system.
Camera Direction Direction of the camera (X-Y-Z coordinates).
Lamp Color RGB color of the light used to illuminate the scene.
Lamp Direction Direction of the illuminating light (X-Y-Z coordinates).
Lamp Location Location of the source of light (X-Y-Z coordinates).
Headpose Position of the head of the person (X-Y-Z coordinates). It is used to derive the ground

truth.

FLD X coordinate of
landmark

Value of the horizontal axis coordinate for the pixel corresponding to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ landmark.

Y coordinate of
landmark

Value of the vertical axis coordinate for the pixel corresponding to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ landmark.

parameters should be significantly smaller than that computed on the entire test set. For a cluster
𝐶𝑖 , the rate of reduction in variance for a parameter 𝑝 can be computed as follows:
𝑅𝑅

𝑝

𝐶𝑖
= 1 − variance of 𝑝 for the images in 𝐶𝑖

variance of 𝑝 for the entire error−inducing set

Positive values for 𝑅𝑅𝑝
𝐶𝑖

indicate reduced variance.
Table 3 provides the list of parameters considered in our evaluation.
In the case of GD and OC, we rely on the parameters given by the simulator, except for the

ones that capture coordinates of single points used to draw pictures (e.g., eye landmarks) since
these coordinates alone are not informative about the elements in the image. We also rely on
parameters that are derived from the coordinates mentioned above and capture characteristics
that are potentially related to error-inducing images: PupilToBottom, PupilToTop, DistToCenter,
Openness.

For HPD, we also considered the parameters provided by the simulator, omitting the landmark co-
ordinates. Parameters expressed with X-Y-Z coordinates are considered as three separate parameters
(e.g., Headpose).

As for FLD, since a DNN error may depend on the specific shape and expression of the processed
face (i.e., the particular position of a landmark), we considered the coordinates of the 27 landmarks
on the horizontal and vertical axes as distinct parameters (54 parameters in total).

Note that simulator parameters are only used to objectively evaluate the approach; they are not
involved in the practical application of the approach. Section 4.2.6 addresses the application of
SAFE to case study subjects for which a simulator is not available (i.e., TS and OD).
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Fig. 10. RQ1.2: median percentage of clusters with at least one parameter showing a reduction rate above a
threshold in the range [0% - 90%].

Since the number of parameters that capture common error causes is not known a priori, we
consider a significant variance reduction in at least one parameter to be enough for the cluster
to be indicative of root causes. Therefore, we compute the percentage of clusters showing such a
variance reduction for at least one of the parameters.

Consistent with HUDD, we compute the percentage of clusters with a variance reduction between
0% and 90%, with incremental steps of 10%. To answer our research question positively, a high
percentage of the clusters should reduce variance for at least one of the parameters. We compare
our results to those of HUDD.

Results.We report in Table 4 the maximum, minimum, and median percentage of clusters having
at least one parameter showing a reduction rate above a threshold in the range [0% - 90%], compared
to the percentage obtained by HUDD. We also report the p-values resulting from performing a
one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test (see Section 4.1). We notice that, when the median obtained
with SAFE is higher than the value obtained with HUDD (i.e., SAFE performs better), the p-values
are always below 0.05. This implies that, in these cases, the median percentage of clusters with a
reduced variance obtained with SAFE is significantly larger than the one obtained with HUDD.
To enable visual comparison, Figure 10 plots the median percentage of clusters with variance

reduction for at least one of the simulator parameters, with different reduction rates, for both SAFE
and HUDD. Results show that SAFE yields a higher percentage for three out of the four case study
subjects (i.e., GD, OC, FLD). For HPD, based on the p-values reported in Table 4, the differences
between HUDD and SAFE are not significant (i.e., HUDD does not perform better than SAFE).
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Table 4. Minimum, Maximum and Median percentage of clusters with at least one parameter showing a
reduction rate above a threshold in the range [10% - 90%], with the percentage obtained by HUDD and the
p-value when comparing SAFE to HUDD.

Threshold GD OC HPD FLD

90%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 85%/100%/90% 90%

HUDD 93% 29% 82% 85%
p-value 0.001 0.001 0.004

80%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 85%/100%/92% 94%

HUDD 93% 43% 100% 90%
p-value 0.001 0.001 0.99

70%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 87%/100%/94% 97%

HUDD 93% 50% 100% 94%
p-value 0.001 0.001 0.99

60%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 99%

HUDD 100% 57% 100% 94%
p-value 1 0.001 1

50%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%

HUDD 100% 57% 100% 96%
p-value 1 0.001 1

40%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%

HUDD 100% 64% 100% 99%
p-value 1 0.001 1

30%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%

HUDD 100% 71% 100% 99%
p-value 1 0.001 1

20%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%

HUDD 100% 79% 100% 100%
p-value 1 0.001 1

10%
SAFE min/max/median 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%/100%/100% 100%

HUDD 100% 100% 100% 100%
p-value 1 1 1

Table 5. Number of core-points and number of clusters for each case study subject

Case Study
Subject

# of core points
(min/max/median)

# of clusters
(min/max/median)

% of images considered core points
(min/max/median)

GD 2389/5808/5080 14/31/26 46%/92%/88%
OC 366/495/441 21/33/26 89%/97%/90%
HPD 259/623/316 20/30/24 18%/30%/22%
FLD 622 64 40%

We report in Table 5 the minimum, maximum and median number of core points found by
the clustering algorithm for each case study subject and the ratio of error-inducing images being
considered as core points. We recall that a cluster consists of several core points and that the core
points determine the cluster shape. The ratio of error-inducing images being considered as core
points is therefore an indicator of the complexity of the cluster shape. The larger this ratio, the more
complex the cluster shape and the less likely it is to be convex. Since non-convex clusters cannot
be properly modeled by a centroid-based algorithm or even a hierarchical clustering algorithm (see
Section 3), this partly explains the results presented in Figure 10.
For GD and FLD, SAFE performs slightly better than HUDD. With GD, out of ten executions,

SAFE yields a median of 100% of the clusters with a variance reduction above 90% compared to 93%
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for HUDD. As for FLD, it obtained 90% of the clusters with variance reduction above 90%, compared
to 85% for HUDD. These values are close because the number of clusters detected by both methods
is similar for GD and FLD. Detecting the optimal number of clusters is crucial as it leads to root
cause clusters grouping very similar images with less noise. Consequently, identifying the right
root cause clusters will result in higher variance reduction. Nevertheless, the slight superiority
shown by SAFE is explained by the fact that the latter finds root cause clusters with arbitrary
shapes, compared to convex shapes found by HUDD. This is important since arbitrary-shaped
clusters can find more homogeneous clusters (i.e., clusters with higher within-cluster similarity)
with very similar images. In contrast, a convex cluster tends to be less dense and can group rather
dissimilar images. In the case of OC, the percentage of clusters with a given variance reduction
obtained by SAFE is much higher than that obtained by HUDD. SAFE yielded 100% of the clusters
(median of ten executions) with variance reduction above 90%, in contrast to 29% for HUDD. This is
explained by the fact that SAFE found a much higher number of clusters than HUDD (26 for SAFE
compared to 14 for HUDD). Also, 90% of the error-inducing images are considered core points by
SAFE (median), thus indicating complex cluster shapes, which may, in turn, explain the detection
of more clusters. A larger number of clusters leads to root cause clusters with a lower number of
images (15 images per cluster on average for SAFE with OC), which have higher chances to contain
similar images.

For the HPD case study subject, HUDD and SAFE results are very close. SAFE yields 90% of the
clusters (median of ten runs) with variance reduction above 90% compared to 82% for HUDD. At
the same time, HUDD shows 100% of the clusters with variance reduction above 80%. Both methods
yield 100% of the clusters with variance reduction above 60%. We notice that the number of clusters
detected by both methods is pretty close (24 for SAFE compared to 17 for HUDD), thus explaining
these results. Also, we observe that only 22% of the error-inducing images are considered core
points, hence indicating that clusters do not have complex shapes and are closer to being convex
than in the OC case, for example.
In general, when the cluster shapes obtained by SAFE are relatively simple, the results of the

two approaches can be expected to be similar. In contrast, when clusters have arbitrarily complex
shapes, there is a clear advantage in using SAFE, as illustrated by the OC results and to a lesser
extent the GD results.
In general, in spite of being a black-box approach, SAFE tends to find a high percentage of

clusters with at least one reduced parameter. For GD and OC, 100% of the clusters show parameters
with a variance reduction above 90%. HPD and FLD yield both 90%. Based on these results, we can
positively answer RQ1.2 since all clusters present at least one parameter with a positive, significant
reduction rate (> 50% in Figure 10).

4.2.3 RQ1.3. Do parameters with high variance reduction represent a plausible cause for DNN errors?

Design and measurements. This research question investigates whether SAFE helps engineers
understand the root causes for each error.
We assume that DNN errors occur in specific areas of the simulator parameter space. Under

this assumption, we identify a set of unsafe parameters and corresponding unsafe values around
which a DNN error is susceptible to occur. Table 6 provides the list of unsafe parameters, along
with the unsafe values identified. For example, for the Gaze Angle parameter, unsafe values consist
of the boundary values distinguishing labels pertaining to different gaze directions. These unsafe
parameters were selected in a systematic manner for all the case study subjects. Precisely, we report
as unsafe values all the values used to label different classes (e.g., eyes openness above/below 20
pixels) and values for borderline cases (i.e., cases in which portions of the face are hidden). Also,
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Table 6. Safety parameters considered to address RQ1.3

DNN Parameter Unsafe values

GD,OC

Gaze Angle Values used to label the gaze angle in eight classes (i.e., 22.5◦, 67.5◦,
112.5◦, 157.5◦, 202.5◦, 247.5◦, 292.5◦, 337.5◦).

Openness Value used to label the gaze openness in two classes (i.e., 20 pixels) or
an eye abnormally open (i.e., 64 pixels).

H_Headpose Values indicating a head turned completely left or right (i.e., 160◦, 220◦)
V_Headpose Values indicating a head looking at the very top/bottom (i.e., 20◦, 340◦)
DistToCenter Value below which the eye is looking middle center (i.e., 11.5 pixels).
PupilToBottom Value below which the pupil is mostly under the eyelid (i.e., -16 pixels).
PupilToTop Value below which the pupil is mostly above the eyelid (i.e., -16 pixels).

HPD Headpose-X Boundary cases (i.e.,-28.88◦,21.35◦), values used to label the headpose
in nine classes (-10◦,10◦), and middle position (i.e., 0◦).

Headpose-Y Boundary cases (i.e.,-88.10◦,74.17◦), values used to label the headpose
in nine classes (-10◦,10◦), and middle position (i.e., 0◦).

we have identified additional unsafe parameters that can cause a DNN error because they lead to
masked elements in images (e.g., distance between the pupil center and the iris center, distance
between the pupil bottom and the bottom eyelid margin). Note that determining unsafe parameters
and values is only required for experimental purposes here, as detailed below, and not for applying
SAFE in practice.

Face images generated with such unsafe values may lead to DNN errors because the DNN either
cannot distinguish two classes or because part of the human face is not present in the image.
Therefore, we expect all the error-inducing images having such characteristics to belong to an
appropriate cluster; precisely, they should belong to a cluster having (a) high variance reduction
for the unsafe parameter and (b) an average value close to the identified unsafe value.

For our experiment, we consider that a root cause cluster is explanatory in terms of root causes
if it satisfies two requirements: (1) It should have at least one unsafe parameter with a variance
reduction above 50%, (2) the cluster average should be close to one unsafe value. For Gaze Angle,
Openness, Headpose-X, and Headpose-Y, an average value is considered close to an unsafe value if
the difference between them is below 25% of the length of the subrange including the average value.
For DistToCenter, PupilToBottom, and PupilToTop, an average value is considered close to an unsafe
value if it is below or equal to it. For the FLD case study subject, since the reason for not detecting
a landmark cannot be related to a single simulator parameter but often depends on combinations of
parameters (e.g., the position of the head and the illumination angle lead to shadows on the face), it
is impossible to determine unsafe values and therefore such a set of explanatory parameters; as a
result, FLD is omitted from this experiment.

Based on the above, we address this research question by computing the percentage of clusters
that are explanatory according to our definition. The higher this percentage, the more evidence we
have that clustering is useful for identifying causes of DNN errors.

Results. Table 7 shows the percentage of the root cause clusters that are explanatory for both SAFE
and HUDD. Since we repeat the execution SAFE with ten different DNN instances for each case
study subject, we report the minimum, maximum and median of the percentages obtained. Across
all three case study subjects, SAFE shows a higher percentage of explanatory root cause clusters
than HUDD. The median results with GD, OC, and HPD are 86%, 100%, and 90%, respectively,
compared to 86%, 57%, and 88%, respectively, with HUDD. Table 7 also reports the p-values resulting
from performing a one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test (see Section 4.1). The p-values are below
0.05 for OC and HPD, which indicates that the percentage of SAFE’s root cause clusters that present
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at least one explanatory parameter is significantly larger than the one obtained with HUDD for OC
and HPD. As for GD, the results are similar.

Table 7. Minimum, Maximum and Median percentage of root cause clusters that present at least one
explanatory parameter with the percentage obtained by HUDD and the p-value when comparing SAFE to
HUDD.

Case Study Subjects SAFE HUDD p-value
Min Max Median

GD 83% 100% 86% 86% 0.99
OC 93% 100% 100% 57% 0.002
HPD 84% 96% 90% 88% 0.02

These results show a large difference in the percentage of clusters that can be explained between
SAFE or HUDD for the OC case study subject (43% difference). Indeed, for SAFE, all the clusters
have a high reduction in variance, while this is only the case for 57% of the clusters for HUDD. As
explained in the previous Section, this can be explained by the fact that OC clusters have a complex
shape, more so than in other case study subjects.

As for GD and HPD, the SAFE median is close to the result obtained with HUDD (although for
HPD the difference is significant with a significance level of 0.05). For the median, we observe
a 2% difference for HPD and no difference for GD. These results confirm the results obtained in
RQ1.2. For GD and HPD, both methods show 100% of the clusters with a parameter presenting
a variance reduction above 50%. These results are however still slightly in favor of SAFE. Once
again, the above results are explained by the fact that the root cause clusters found by SAFE can
take arbitrary shapes. Such clusters, as previously explained and in the general case, have better
chances to group similar images than clusters with convex shapes.

4.2.4 RQ1.4. Does SAFE identify more distinct error root causes than HUDD?
Design and measurements. This research question investigates if SAFE identifies a larger number

of possible causes of errors than HUDD. Specifically, we compare the two approaches in terms of
the number of unsafe values being covered by at least one cluster. We say that an unsafe value 𝑣
is covered by a cluster 𝑐 , when 𝑐 presents a parameter 𝑝 with a high variance reduction and the
parameter 𝑝 has an average value close to the unsafe value 𝑣 .

Since our simulators generate images having parameter values that are uniformly sampled within
the input domain, every unsafe value has the same likelihood of being observed in the test set
images. Therefore, ideally, we aim for the root cause clusters to cover all such values.
Results. In Table 8, we report the minimum, maximum and median percentage of the unsafe

values covered by the root cause clusters obtained when applying SAFE to our case study subjects.
The clusters generated by SAFE with GD, OC, and HPD cover (median) 92%, 64%, and 80% of the
unsafe values, respectively. The clusters generated by HUDD, instead, cover 71%, 50%, and 60% of
the unsafe values, respectively. The p-values resulting from performing the one-tailed, one-sample
Wilcoxon signed-rank test are always below 0.05, which implies that the median obtained with
SAFE is significantly higher than the result obtained with HUDD.
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Table 8. Minimum, Maximum and Median percentage of the unsafe values covered by the root cause clusters
with the p-value when comparing SAFE to HUDD.

SAFE HUDD p-value
Min Max Median

GD 85% 100% 92% 71% 0.002
OC 64% 71% 64% 50% 0.002
HPD 60% 80% 80% 60% 0.004

Table 9. Coverage of the unsafe values by the root cause clusters (OC and GD case study subjects)

GD OC

Angle:

Unsafe values SAFE HUDD SAFE HUDD
337,5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
22,5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
67,5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
112,5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
157,5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
202,5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
247,5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
292,5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

H-Headpose 220 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
160 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

V-Headpose 20 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
340 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

StrangeDist Top/Bot -14 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Distance 25 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TOTAL Coverage 14 10 10 7

Table 10. Coverage of the unsafe values by the root cause clusters (HPD case study subject)

HPD
SAFE HUDD

H-Headpose

-28 ✓ ✓
-10 ✓ ✓
0 ✓ ✓
10 ✓ ✗
21 ✗ ✗

V-HeadPose

-88 ✗ ✗
-10 ✓ ✓
0 ✓ ✓
10 ✓ ✓
77 ✓ ✗

TOTAL Coverage 8 6
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Below, we discuss, more in detail, the differences between SAFE and HUDD. To exemplify our
discussion, we report in Table 9 (GD, OC) and Table 10 (HPD) examples of unsafe values covered
by the clusters generated in one of the runs of SAFE and HUDD.

Based on Table 8, for GD, SAFE identifies root cause clusters covering 92% unsafe values (median
out of ten runs), compared to 71% for HUDD. This is because SAFE relies on images represented
with features extracted from convolutional layers, which provide a better representation than
heatmaps and show aspects that are not captured by heatmaps, such as eye shape, edges, and
corners.

For OC, SAFE covers a median of 65% unsafe values compared to 50% for HUDD. The uncovered
unsafe values concern the parameter Angle. However, in the OC case study subject, we mainly focus
on eye openness (Distance parameter) and the distance between the pupil and eyelid (StrangeDist
Top/Bot parameter). All of the unsafe values for these two relevant parameters were covered by
SAFE and HUDD.

For the HPD case study subject, SAFE covers a median of 80% unsafe values compared to 60% for
HUDD. None of the techniques covers values 21 for H-Headpose and −88 for V-Headpose. However,
such values can be observed if we also consider parameters with a variance below 50% (which
is an arbitrary threshold). These two values represent boundary values that we believe confuse
SAFE as they correspond to situations where it is hard to see the eyes and the shape of the head.
As a result, such images are sometimes clustered erroneously. Thus, these clusters show a lower
variance reduction.

In addition, we report that 90% of the clusters cover a unique set of unsafe values (e.g.,Angle=337.5,
H-Headpose=220, V-Headpose=340, Distance=25). Concerning the remaining 10%, we observe that
they are still unique but differ with respect to a parameter that is not unsafe. Therefore, we conclude
that all the clusters generated by SAFE cover a unique set of parameter values that are useful to
determine distinct failure causes.

4.2.5 RQ1.5. How many images are required to identify commonalities in a cluster?
Design and measurements.We aim to determine how many images from a root cause cluster an

engineer should inspect to correctly identify the root cause captured by the cluster. Recall that
in our previous analysis (i.e., RQ1.1), we made an assumption regarding this point to estimate
cost savings that can be expected from SAFE. To this end we conducted an online questionnaire-
based experiment, following best practices [41]. Our population of participants consists of 19 PhD
students at the University of Luxembourg and University of Ottawa. All the selected students hold
a master’s degree in computer science or a corresponding engineering degree; further, most have
acquired fundamentals in machine learning and a few work on safety-related topics. Therefore, all
the selected participants are competent to perform the experimental task, which does not require
background knowledge, though they are less familiar with the problem domain than engineers
would be in practice and therefore can be expected to make more mistakes.

In our experiment, we asked participants to identify the commonalities in a randomly selected
subset of images belonging to randomly selected root cause clusters generated by SAFE for our
case study subjects. Such task emulates what should be done by an engineer to understand the root
causes for an error. We asked each participant to perform the task three times, on different clusters
of images. Each cluster of images included respectively 5, 10, and 15 images randomly selected from
a root cause cluster belonging to a different case study subject. Also, for the same subject, each
participant received a different random set of images, belonging to a randomly selected cluster. In
short, each participant therefore received three questions with 5 images, 10 images, and 15 images,
respectively, belonging to different clusters from different case study subjects.
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Fig. 11. Example question appearing in our questionnaire.

We provided closed-ended questions to objectively compare the obtained answers with the
ground truth (i.e., likely root causes for DNN errors). Similarly to RQ1.4, we considered only case
study subjects performing classification tasks because, for these cases, the availability of the ground
truth makes it possible to determine the reasons for DNN failure objectively.
As commonalities to be identified by the participants, we considered all the unsafe values

described in RQ1.4. For each unsafe value, we provided a descriptive sentence (see Table 11) to be
selected by the participants from a checkbox list. Participants could select more than one option
and we provided the option None of the above, for participants who did not find the set of provided
answers to be satisfactory. Each questionnaire was introduced by a short description of SAFE and a
detailed description of the task to perform. Further, we provided an example answer from a different
case that is simple to understand (classification of animal pictures).
Data collection was automated using Lime Survey6 and its link was sent to the participants by

email. Figure 11 shows an example question provided to the participants (in this case, the images
belong to one root cause cluster generated for the GD DNN). An example of a questionnaire sent
to the participants can be found in our replicability package.

6https://ulsurvey.uni.lu/
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Table 11. The descriptive sentence used in the survey for each unsafe value

Parameter Descriptive sentence Unsafe value
Headpose-Y The face is straight forward 0◦

Headpose-Y The face is partially not visible because it is inclined to
the top 74.17◦

Headpose-Y The face is partially not visible because it is inclined to
the bottom -88.10◦

Headpose-X The face is partially not visible because it is turned to
the left side of the image -28.88◦

Headpose-X The face is partially not visible because it is turned to
the right side of the image 21.35◦

Headpose-X The face is turned between the middle and the left side
of the image -10◦

Headpose-X The face is turned between the middle and the right side
of the image 10◦

Headpose-Y The face is turned between the centre and the top of the
image 10◦

Headpose-Y The face is looking between the centre and the bottom
of the image -10◦

Openness The eyes are abnormally open >64◦
DistToCenter The eyes are looking middle centre <11.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between the top left and the middle
left of the image 22.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between the top centre and the top
left of the image 67.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between top right and top centre 112.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between the middle right and the
top right of the image 157.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between the bottom right and the
middle right of the image 202.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between the bottom centre and the
bottom right of the image 247.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between bottom left and bottom
centre 292.5◦

Gaze Angle The eyes are looking between the middle left and the
bottom left of the image 337.5◦

PupilToTop The pupil is mostly above the eyelid <-16◦
PupilToBot-

tom The pupil is mostly under the eyelid >-16◦

For each set of answers (i.e., the ones provided with 5, 10, or 15 images), we counted the number
of answers that matched our ground truth. The number of images required to determine the root
causes of a DNN error is the minimal number leading to a high percentage of correct answers.

To summarize, based on the experimental design above, we prevented learning effects from one
question to the next. We ensured that, for the same case study, the selected cluster and images were
different for each participant and selected randomly, to avoid any form of systematic bias.
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Table 12. Percentage of correct responses by inspecting 5, 10 and 15 images for each case study subject, based
on the questionnaire study.

Correct responses
Case Study Subjects 5 images inspected 10 images inspected 15 images inspected

GD 80% 88% 67%
OC 83% 83% 86%
HPD 100% 83% 67%

Overall 89% 84% 74%

Results. Table 12 presents the results obtained from analyzing the questionnaire data. Overall, we
notice that when looking at 5, 10, and 15 images, 89% 84%, and 74% of the participants found the
correct commonality in a cluster, respectively. Given that participants performed that type of task
for the first time, with limited initial training, we can consider 89% to be a good result and a lower
bound of what experienced practitioners would achieve. However, surprisingly, a larger number of
inspected images does not improve results. On the contrary, with a larger number of images being
inspected (e.g., 15 images), the percentage of correct answers tends to drop. This result may be due
to the fact that a larger set of images leads to a higher cognitive load and is also more likely to
include noisy images (i.e., images that do not present the same commonalities as most of the other
images in the cluster). In the presence of noisy images, a user who looks for a commonality across
all the images may identify characteristics that are not a correct explanation for the DNN error.
Since we are dealing with proportions, we performed a Fisher exact test to determine if the

differences observed between the pairs 5 images VS 10 images and 5 images VS 15 images are
significant. The obtained p-values (i.e., 1 for ‘5 vs 10’ and 0.4 for ‘5 vs 15’) indicate that differences
are not significant, which may be due in part to the small number of participants (19). However,
our results clearly show that the inspection of five images does not lead to worse results than the
inspection of a higher number of images, thus justifying our assumption in RQ1.1 (i.e., engineers
inspect five images per cluster).

GD and OC lead to similar results, with 80% (GD) and 83% (OC) of the participants who inspected
five images providing a correct answer. HPD leads to better results; indeed, 100% of the participants
found the correct commonality by inspecting five images. Such difference between HPD and the
other two cases is likely due to the fact that the simulator used to generate HPD images is more
realistic (i.e., generates a whole face), while the simulator used for GD and OC simply generates eye
bulbs and part of the forehead (see Figure 7), thus resulting in images that are more complicated
to quickly understand by participants who are not familiar with the application domain. Despite
such differences, which are to be expected across case studies, the generic trend is consistent: five
images seem to be sufficient and not worse than larger sets of images. Therefore, we conclude that
inspecting five images per cluster is an acceptable choice regardless of the case study DNN.

4.2.6 RQ2. Does SAFE enable engineers to more effectively and efficiently retrain a DNN when
compared with HUDD and baselines approaches?

Design andmeasurements. In this experiment, we investigate whether SAFE significantly improves
the accuracy due to retraining the DNN, thanks to its selection method accounting for the shape
of clusters. We compare these improvements to HUDD and two baselines, namely BL1 and BL2,
which are depicted in Figure 12 and explained in the following:
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BL1: In this baseline, we use the error-inducing images in the improvement set as an unsafe
set. Precisely, we label7 a random subset of the improvement set and execute the DNN to identify
error-inducing images. As for HUDD, this selected unsafe set is augmented by applying bootstrap
resampling (i.e., replicating samples in the unsafe set) in order to have a sufficiently large number
of unsafe images to improve the DNN.
BL2: This baseline consists of randomly selecting a set of images from the improvement set,

labeling them to obtain a labeled selected improvement set, and using them for retraining.

Improvement 
set

Labeled selected 
improvement set

Augmented 
labeled unsafe 

set

Labeled unsafe 
set 

Training 
set Retraining Improved DNN

Manual
labeling Bootstrap

Improvement 
set

Randomly 
selected 

improvement set

Labeled selected 
improvement set

Training 
set Retraining Improved DNN

Random
selection

Manual
labeling

Augmented labeled
selected 

improvement set

BL1

BL2

Select error 
inducing images

Bootstrap

Fig. 12. Process of the two baselines used to compare SAFE

We rely on the same settings and environment to run the experiments for the four different
retraining strategies (i.e., SAFE, HUDD, BL1, and BL2). These experiments are repeated ten times
to account for randomness.
To retrain DNNs, we rely on the approach described in Section 3.6. For fair comparisons with

HUDD [12], BL1, and BL2, we configure bootstrap resampling to generate an augmented labeled
unsafe set and an augmented labeled selected improvement set with the same size as the balanced
labeled unsafe set for HUDD (see Figure 2).

We compute the accuracy of the retrained models on the test sets and compare the accuracy im-
provement obtained by SAFE with those obtained by HUDD and the baselines. For this experiment,
we consider the case study subjects presented in Table 1.

The improvement sets for GD and OC have been generated through additional executions of
UnityEyes. For HPD and FLD, they have been generated with additional executions of the IEE
simulator, configured to use two new face models which were not used for generating the training
and test sets. We selected images of the original datasets not used for the training and test sets for
the other cases.

7For our experiments, labeling comes for free because we either derive images using a simulator or we rely on available
datasets. However, labeling comes at a high cost in industrial practice, where new images are collected from the field.
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Table 13. RQ2: Unsafe set size and the accuracy improvement of SAFE compared to HUDD

DNN Original
Model SAFE HUDD BL1 BL2

Accu-
racy

Unsafe
set
size

Accuracy

Improvement
over
original
model

Unsafe
set
size

Accu-
racy

Improvement
over
original
model

Accu-
racy

Accu-
racy

GD 95.95% 1648 96.74% +0.79 1615 96.23% +0.28 95.23% 95.80%
OC 88.03% 153 96.29% +8.2 160 94.41% +6.38 91.65% 92.33%
HPD 44.07% 438 69.58% +25.51 481 68.13% +24.06 66.73% 66.30%
FLD 44.99% 659 79.17% +34.18 502 75.23% +30.24 72.02% 73.83%
TS 81.65% 597 93.47% +11.82 704 93.03% +11.38 92.63% 92.73%
OD 84.12% 212 97.14% +13.02 258 97.04% +12.92 97.04% 96.67%

Table 14. RQ2: p-values and VDA values when comparing SAFE to HUDD and the baselines

GD OC TS OD HPD FLD
p-value 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.003 0.001 0.22 0.002 0.04 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

VDA 0.88 0.88 0.9 1 1 1 0.85 0.96 1 0.66 0.9 0.77 0.85 1 1 1 1 1

Results. Table 13 provides an accuracy comparison between SAFE, HUDD, and the two baselines
on the different case study DNNs. It also provides the size of the unsafe sets (number of images)
selected by each method.

For SAFE, improvements in accuracy over the original model varies from 0.79 to 34.18, compared
to lower ranges for HUDD (from 0.28% to 30.24%), BL1 (from -0.18% to 27.03%) and BL2 (-0.15% to
28.84%). Across case study DNNs, SAFE clearly and systematically yields better accuracy results
compared to HUDD and the baselines, though to varying extents. Note that unsafe set sizes are
comparable across improvement strategies and that differences in accuracy are therefore due to the
strategy adopted for selecting unsafe images.

The lower improvement shown by the baselines can be explained by the fact they do not rely on
root cause clusters to select images for the unsafe set, a strategy that appears to be beneficial in our
context. SAFE always yields higher improvement than that of HUDD. This is because HUDD relies
on the cluster’s centroids to select images for the unsafe set without accounting for the cluster’s
shape. In contrast, SAFE relies on core points to choose the images for the unsafe set. This enables
the handling of clusters with arbitrary shapes as the selected images take the shape of the cluster,
as explained in Section 3.6.

Regarding SAFE results, we notice three types of improvement explained in the following:
For GD, the improvement is only +0.79. This is because the accuracy of the original model for

this case study subject was already very high (95.95%), with limited room for improvement.
For HPD and FLD, the improvement in accuracy is +26.16 and +34.18, respectively. The original

models for these two case study subjects had low accuracy and we therefore expected a large
improvement. In fact, HPD and FLD represent two cases where retraining was very much needed.

For OC, TS and OD, the improvement in accuracy is +8.2, +11.82 and +13.18, respectively. Though
this improvement is moderate compared to the previous case study DNNs, it is still significant
given the original models’ relatively high accuracy. After retraining, SAFE achieved high accuracy
for these case study subjects with 96.29%, 93.47%, and 97.30%, respectively.
We report the significance of these results in Table 14, including the values of the Vargha and

Delaney’s 𝐴12 effect size and the p-values resulting from performing a Mann-Whitney U-test
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Table 15. Execution time of the feature extraction of the improvement sets and the memory allocations of
these features for SAFE. Compared to the execution time of the generation of the heatmaps and their memory
allocation.

Subject Execution time (s) Memory allocation (Mb)
SAFE HUDD SAFE HUDD

GD 176 3,920 74.2 78,641
OC 160 958 4.1 3,551
HPD 161 1,294 1.6 8,839
FLD 210 1,883 0.82 11,981
OD 149 1,059 13.2 5,989
TS 152 2,335 1.6 16,744

between the accuracy of SAFE and other improvement strategies. Recall that we run each strategy
10 times.

Typically, an 𝐴12 effect size above 0.56 is considered significant with higher thresholds for
medium (0.64) and large (0.71) effects, thus suggesting the effect sizes between SAFE and other
strategies are large across case study DNNs, in all but one case.

We notice in Table 14 that the p-values when comparing SAFE to the baselines are always below
0.05. As for HUDD, the p-values are lower than 0.05 in 5 out of 6 case study subjects. This implies
that in most cases, the null hypothesis is rejected.

4.2.7 RQ3. Does SAFE provide time and memory savings compared to HUDD?
Design and measurements. As mentioned in the previous Section, SAFE proved its effectiveness

in retraining the different case study subjects as it obtained significant improvements over the
original models. SAFE not only performs better than HUDD but also, and perhaps more significantly,
provides very high time and memory savings. This research question investigates whether SAFE,
with its black-box nature, offers significant time and memory saving.

We compare the time required by SAFE and HUDD to perform their most expensive tasks, which
are the time required to extract the features by SAFE and to generate the heatmaps by HUDD; we do
not report the time required to perform the other steps of the two approaches because these steps
are either shared or do not have any practical impact on performance (i.e., they took few seconds
in our experiments). We also compare the memory allocation of the features and the heatmaps,
which are the data types processed only by SAFE and HUDD, respectively.

Results. Table 15 provide our results. We observe a large time and memory saving for SAFE
compared to HUDD. Such performance considerations have significant practical implications. For
example, we can observe that SAFE requires, in the worst case, only 3.5 minutes to generate RCCs
and the unsafe set to be used for retraining. HUDD, instead, requires 65 minutes to achieve the
same objective. Such difference has a huge impact on the practicality of the approach as, for SAFE,
the analysis of RCCs can be performed shortly after observing DNN failures. HUDD may require
up to one hour to do the same. Such execution time savings allow engineers to conduct DNN
safety analysis and improvements in a much shorter time. Memory savings also have significant
implications since it prevents the need for expensive hardware to perform such analysis.
The explanation for the above results is that SAFE is using extracted features to represent

the images instead of heatmaps. Feature extraction is less costly in time and memory than the
computation of heatmaps. Indeed, the distance computed on features is less computationally
complex than the one calculated on heatmaps.
Heatmaps also take a great deal of memory for storage. HUDD generates heatmaps for each

layer. For instance, the heatmap for the eighth layer of AlexNet has a size of 169 × 256 (convolution
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layer), while the heatmap for the tenth layer has a size of 4096 ×𝐶 . With this architecture, HUDD
will generate eight heatmaps of size 169 × 256 and one heatmap of size 4096 ×𝐶 for every image in
the dataset. In contrast, for SAFE, each image is represented by a 1 × 256 matrix (256 features for
each image).

4.3 Threats to validity
We discuss internal, conclusion, construct, and external validity according to conventional prac-
tices [76].

4.3.1 Internal validity. A possible internal threat is the use of the feature extraction method on
which we rely, which could negatively affect our results if inadequate. Indeed, clustering relies
on the similarity computed in terms of the extracted features. To mitigate this threat, we have
checked that some of the features extracted by our method are consistent within clusters, by visually
inspecting them. Indeed, such features contain enough information on the images if the clusters
are visually consistent, thus demonstrating that the features extraction method worked.

4.3.2 External validity. The selection of the case study DNNs could be a threat to validity. This
paper alleviates this issue by using six datasets with diverse complexity. Four subject DNNs out of
six implement tasks motivated by IEE business needs that address problems that are quite common
in the automotive industry. Also, the simulators used in our experiments, though being related
to IEE in-car sensing business cases, vary in terms of characteristics; indeed, they range from
high-fidelity simulation of specific body parts (in our case, the human eye) to whole human body
simulations (we crop the face) with lower fidelity. In our experiments we test DNNs that process
cropped images (e.g., human’s head, traffic signs). Cropping, which a DNN can perform, limits
the number of features appearing in the images to be processed, thus potentially simplifying the
task to be performed by SAFE. However, cropping was justified in our context by the expected
inputs of our subject DNNs. Finally, although we focus on data sets related to in-car sensing, we
believe that SAFE will perform well with other data sets since the VGG model used for the feature
extraction was pre-trained on Image-Net, which means that the model can capture features related
to 1000 classes, including humans, animals, and objects. In the future, we aim to extend our work to
include subjects from different domains (e.g., different types of classification tasks with non-cropped
images).
Another threat to the generalizability of our results is the dependence on ImageNet. SAFE

relies on VGG16 to extract features from images. VGG16 was pre-trained on ImageNet, which is a
large image database. Therefore, SAFE is expected to work better with images containing objects
recognized by ImageNet. However, we believe that this characteristic does not affect the practical
applicability of SAFE in the automotive context since the ImageNet VGG recognizes 1000 different
objects, including objects belonging to the automotive scenery; these objects include cars, faces,
and eyes, for example 8.

4.3.3 Conclusion validity. To avoid violating parametric assumptions in our statistical analysis, we
rely on a non-parametric test and effect size measure (i.e., Mann Whitney U-test, the Vargha and
Delaney’s 𝐴12 statistics, and the one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test, respectively) to evaluate
the statistical and practical significance of differences in results. We report both p-values and effect
sizes.

Due to the stochastic nature of SAFE (e.g., DNN retraining), the experiments conducted with the
SAFE method were executed over ten runs. We reported the descriptive statistics of those runs and
discussed the statistical significance and effect size of differences across methods.
8The full list of classes is available at https://gist.github.com/yrevar/942d3a0ac09ec9e5eb3a
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4.3.4 Construct validity. The constructs considered in our work are effectiveness and cost. Effec-
tiveness is measured through complementary indicators, which include (1) within-cluster variance
reduction for at least one parameter (for RQ1.2), (2) average values being close to unsafe values
for parameters with high within-cluster variance reduction (for RQ1.3), (3) coverage of plausible
causes of errors represented by unsafe values (for RQ1.4), (4) DNN accuracy improvement (for RQ2).
Although the effectiveness regarding the analysis of root causes (i.e., RQ1.2 to RQ1.4) might be
evaluated with user studies, such evaluation might be biased by the background and experience of
the selected pool of users, which shall also be sufficiently large in number. In our context, end-users
are engineers with background in safety analysis (e.g., to determine if an input is realistic or if a
DNN error may lead to a hazard) and machine learning. However, since safety experts are generally
not trained to use DNNs whereas DNN experts (e.g., recently graduated students) are typically
not safety experts, it would be difficult to select a large enough set of users for the study. For
this reason, we preferred to rely on reflective indicators based on the information provided by
simulators, thus enabling an objective evaluation. Moreover, the quality and usefulness of our
results have been confirmed by experts at our industry partner, IEE Sensing, over multiple technical
and management meetings. These experts included researchers with a Ph.D. in mathematics and
machine learning who develop safety-software components, safety engineers integrating DNN-
based components, and chief technology officers. To measure the effectiveness of DNN retraining,
we relied on improvements in accuracy, which is common practice.

Concerning cost, we discussed the feasibility of root cause analysis by reporting the number
of clusters generated by the approach and the number of images that are sufficient to determine
commonalities across images, based on our experience and that of our industry partners. We also
discussed the cost of DNN retraining by reporting the time required for retraining, which affects
the feasibility of the approach in practice, and memory allocation costs, which affect hardware
requirements.
Another threat is with RQ1.3 (Section 4.2.3) where we systematically select unsafe parameters

for each case study to evaluate the clusters. This can prevent us from identifying other reasons for
failures if, for any reason, we miss some of these parameters. However, whether this is the case or
not, this does not prevent the identification of clusters and missing parameters would then lead to
clusters without clear root causes, something we have not observed in our experiments.

5 RELATEDWORK
Most of the DNN testing and analysis approaches are summarized in recent surveys [24, 81].
However, no survey on the automated debugging and retraining of DNNs has been proposed to
date.
AUTOTRAINER is a DNN monitoring and auto-repairing system [82]. It monitors the training

status of the model and automatically fixes it (by retraining) once a problem is detected. AUTO-
TRAINER can efficiently detect and repair five targeted training problems (i.e., vanishing gradient,
exploding gradient, dying ReLU, oscillating loss, and slow convergence). Despite its effectiveness in
detecting these problems, AUTOTRAINER cannot explain certain misclassifications since it cannot
detect a root cause of the error that is not defined a priori.

AI-Lancet optimizes deep learning models by locating the error-inducing (EI) neurons and fixing
them using either neuron-flip or neuron-fine-tuning methods [84]. It starts by revealing the EI
regions in the input sample and then extracts the EI features activated by the EI regions of the
input. Finally, the EI neurons can be located with the guidance of the EI features. Unlike SAFE,
AI-Lancet requires the modification and the retraining of the DNN to find the erroneous neurons.
Another limitation is that it does not explain the root causes of errors. Instead, it attempts to fix
them by fine-tuning or flipping neurons.
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MODE [44] evaluates each layer to identify buggy neurons and further generates fixed-size
batches of images for retraining. However, setting such size can be difficult when dealing with
datasets with complex features. Also, in the improvement set selection step, MODE requires the
modification and the retraining of the DNN. In SAFE, the unsafe set is selected automatically.
Another difference between MODE and SAFE is that the former cannot detect the root cause of a
DNN error, which is one of the most important features of the latter. Further, HUDD outperformed
MODE based on OD (the only usable dataset to compare since MODE authors did not provide an
implementation). SAFE also outperformed both HUDD and MODE based on the OD dataset (97.14%
compared to 97.04% for HUDD and 89% for MODE).
Apricot [80] is a two-phases approach. The first phase is weight adjustment, where for each

failing input 𝑥 , it adjusts the weights of the model by running different DNN’s on different subsets
of the training and test sets. The second phase is retraining, where the DNN is retrained using the
entire training set with the new adjusted weights. In addition to the low accuracy improvement
shown by this method (less than 2%), it also requires the manipulation of the DNN (adjusting the
weights).

Kim et al. [33] use Surprise Adequacy (SA) to guide the selection of newly collected inputs to
be added to the base training dataset for the retraining of a DNN-based semantic segmentation
module for autonomous driving in the automotive industry. SA measures how Surprising an input
is to the DNN (i.e., how different this input is from the ones the network has already seen). The
main limitation of this method is that it does not explain the DNN failures.
RobOT (Robustness-Oriented Testing) iteratively improves the robusteness of a DNN model

by generating adversarial inputs that can be used to test the model and retrain it [74]. The test
generation is driven by the first-order loss, which measures the loss achieved by the input generated
from a given seed. RobOT outperforms related approaches [13, 37]. Different from SAFE, RobOT
aims to improve robustness rather than DNN accuracy; also, it does not include strategies to provide
explanations.
Some DNN testing approaches can provide explanations for the input regions in which DNN

errors are observed. For example, Abdessalem et al. [1] rely on evolutionary search to drive the
generation of test inputs using simulators; to maximize effectiveness, decision trees are used to learn,
during search, the portions of the input space that are less safe and, therefore, should be targeted
by testing. The decision tree leaves that characterize such unsafe portions are then presented to the
end-users. Recent work further demonstrates the effectiveness of decision trees to characterize the
input space, based on the results obtained during simulator-based testing [20]. DeepHyperion [86]
relies on a metaheuristic search algorithm to configure a generative model (e.g., a simulator) to
generate test inputs towards specific dimension of the input space (e.g., image orientation); then, it
provides to the end-user a set of feature maps that visualize the degree of accuracy obtained for
varying values in pairs of dimensions. The main limitation of these DNN testing approaches is that,
different from SAFE, they can provide explanations only for inputs generated with simulators, not
for real-world inputs.
Further, most of the previously mentioned approaches rely on white-box techniques, which

means that the modification of the DNN and a specific set of its parameters is required. SAFE
overcomes these limitations by proposing a black-box approach based on a pre-trained feature
extraction model trained on the ImageNet dataset. The pre-trained model is used as-is to extract
the features and then select an unsafe set for retraining.

Another advantage of SAFE over the other methods is in helping detect error root causes in the
DNN, using a clustering algorithm. As discussed, this is required in the context of safety analysis.
Further, every cluster representing a root cause can be used to select images to improve the model
by retraining it and thus making it more robust to any targeted root cause.
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Both SAFE and HUDD identify different situations in which image-processing DNNs are likely
to trigger an erroneous result. However, the former fares better than HUDD with large time and
memory savings due to the use of extracted features to represent images instead of heatmaps.
Features require less time to extract and less memory to store.
Another state-of-the-art approach for the generation of explanations is the Anchor algorithm,

which derives decision rules (called anchor explanations) that sufficiently tie a prediction locally
[56]. Changes to the rest of the feature values do not matter, i.e., similar instances covered by the
same anchor have the same prediction outcome. The Anchor algorithm is applied on tabular images
and textual datasets. The Anchor algorithm constructs an explanation rule iteratively by interacting
with the model to be explained. Each iteration alters the values associated with one input feature
until it identifies a range within which the accuracy is above a given threshold. Though designed
for textual datasets, the Anchor algorithm may provide decision rules that can be easily generalized
to multiple inputs (e.g., the ones that match the same rule and lead to the same result); for image
inputs, Anchor simply emphasizes the image chunk that is sufficient for the classifier to make the
prediction. Therefore, Anchor does not help engineers in analyzing large input datasets because
it requires all the chunks belonging to each input image to be visualized. SAFE, instead, enables
engineers to efficiently identify root causes from large sets of error-inducing images; further, it
automatically retrains the DNN, a task not supported by Anchor.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented SAFE, a new black-box approach that automatically identifies the
different situations in which a DNN is more likely to fail, without requiring any modification to the
DNN or access to its internal information. Similar to our previous white-box approach (i.e., HUDD),
SAFE characterizes such situations by generating clusters of images that likely lead to a DNN error
because of the same underlying reason. We refer to these clusters as root cause clusters. Differently
from HUDD, SAFE is based on a pre-trained model to extract features from error-inducing images.
These features replace the heatmaps used by HUDD to generate the root cause clusters. Also, SAFE
uses a density-based clustering algorithm to generate arbitrary-shaped clusters.

SAFE uses a new method to select an unsafe set for retraining based on the cluster’s core points.
More specifically, SAFE selects images close to each cluster’s core points. These images are manually
labeled and used to augment the training set to improve the DNN through retraining.

Empirical results show that SAFE derives root cause clusters that can effectively help engineers
determine the root causes for DNN errors. Indeed, the number of generated clusters is low, thus
making the visual inspection of a few representative images for each cluster feasible. They include
images with similar characteristics that are likely related to the cause of the error. Further, for our
case study subjects, the generated clusters capture all the possible causes of errors. Compared to
HUDD, SAFE generates clusters with more similar characteristics covering a larger set of error
causes. Moreover, the DNNs retrained by SAFE achieve a higher accuracy than that obtained with
HUDD and baseline approaches.
Besides the benefits described above, SAFE also saves large amounts of execution time and

memory due to its black-box nature and the reliance on the extracted features instead of heatmaps,
thus making it more usable in practical contexts.
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